
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Students
are more influenced by their teachers than by friends. Use specific
reasons and example to support your answer.
It is obvious that schools paly a singnificant significant role in
students' life. The both teachers and friends can impact to
students which I suppose they are more influenced by their friends
and I feel this is for a couple of reasons which I explain in this
essay.

First of all, students and teachers never can be a friends because
of their relationship. Students count on their teachers just like a
teacher no more than and they think teachers want to advice
advise them all the time. In fact, teachers can easily distinguish
false from correct but because of their ages gap, students are
more influenced by their friends. The students who in are thea
same age probably will have the same interests and activities
which make them so close together and feel more comfortable, so
it conductive conducive to they can their discussing more freely
and being amicable with lessout any embarrassment or fear. For
instance, my cousin is communicating with his friend more than
his teacher and when his mother asks him if he has any problem
with his teacher, he says ask my friend.
On the other hand, students spend much more time with their
friends than their teachers even outside of the campus, during the
break time, so it is clear they have a more relationship with their
friends because they only see their teachers at the class and the
communication between students and teachers is related to the
course, so in that case they cannot have a major effect on
students' character or behavior. Besides, some teachers think they
are superior of to students, although it is a fact, they should not
behave in a way that makes students uncomfortable if they want to
have friendly relationship with their students. For example, when I
was an undergraduate student, I had a professor who was 4 four
years older than me but because she was always selfish, nobody
liked her and we could not communicate with her.
Ultimately, although it depends on students' personality as to
which type of characteristics they can be communicate with,
based on my experience students are more influenced by their
friends becsause because they have more time, friendly hours and
a common point of view with each others.


